THE ECONOMY OF INDOCHINA
climax of injustice came in 1903, when the government signed a con-
tract giving the sales monopoly in Annam-Tonkin to a French group,
on such scandalous terms that they were never made public. By this
means the state hoped to increase its revenues which had been steadily
declining. The company at once raised the price of alcohol, and bottled
it in a container that forced the price up still higher. Numerous com-
plaints were unavailing. The company was omnipotent and unmoved.
That same year another company got a manufacturing monopoly which
involved a brutal closing down of the remaining native and Chinese
distilleries.
Cochin-Chinese distillers were more powerful and more wary. The
Chinese conducted a campaign in Paris that mitigated the grip which
the same company had got in Cochin-China, so it did not succeed in
wholly ousting the local distillers.
The results of the government's policy were a mistake from every
viewpoint. The agents' methods of suppressing fraud included domi-
ciliary searches—a pleasure hitherto unknown in Annam. Bonuses for
denunciations led to hideous abuse and the conviction of many inno-
cent people. Communal responsibility was a terrible burden. It also
involved the spoliation of a large group of native distillers and hog-
raisers, who received very inadequate indemnification for their losses.
The price of alcohol was exorbitant, but the Annamites had to have it
for their rites. In addition, the native alcohol, chmm-eJmm^ had a
special taste that suited the native palate far more than the official
brand. Forced sales were effected by threats to penalize communes
that did not buy. Out of the whole business the state won only native
hatred, and to the monopolists went all the profits. The alcohol mono-
poly was largely responsible for the poHtical uprising of 1908.
Klobukowsky took a courageous stand against this	by
suppressing communal responsibility for fraud, and domicikry
without a search warrant. A campaign of slander in the local
Parisian press, financed by the monopolists* prevented Klobukowsly*s
work from being effective,, but it paved the way for the breaking of the
sales monopoly in 1911. This reform was rewarded by an increase in tibe
alcohol sales.
Klobukowsty's declarations and the successive budget reports of
Hessimy and Violette brought pressure to bear on French
The public was ready to demand the monopoly's	at my
cost, because of its evil effect on native attitude, Bettertoh«veasiite%
that would make IadoX3uiia unpopular in France, n

